We characterize the influence that inclination has on the shape and normalization in average dust attenuation curves derived from a sample of ∼10,000 local star-forming galaxies. To do this we utilize aperture-matched multi-wavelength data from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer, the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, and the Two Micron All-Sky Survey. We separate our sample into groups according to axial ratio (b/a) and obtain an estimate of their average totalto-selective attenuation k(λ). The attenuation curves are found to be shallower at UV wavelengths with increasing inclination, whereas the shape at longer wavelengths remains unchanged. The highest inclination subpopulation (b/a < 0.42) exhibits a NUV excess in its average selective attenuation, which, if interpreted as a 2175Å feature, is best fit with a bump strength of 17-26% of the MW value. No excess is apparent in the average attenuation curve of lower inclination galaxies. The differential reddening between the stellar continuum and ionized gas is found to decrease with increasing inclination. We find that higher inclination galaxies have slightly higher values of R V , although this is poorly constrained given the uncertainties. We outline possible explanations for these trends within a two component dust model (dense cloud+diffuse dust) and find that they can be naturally explained if carriers of the 2175Å feature are preferentially destroyed in star-forming regions (UV-bright regions).
INTRODUCTION
The spectral energy distribution of galaxies (SEDs) are often heavily affected by the presence of interstellar dust that acts to obscure light from ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths. Understanding the wavelength-dependent behavior of this dust attenuation 4 is important because assumptions on the dust correction have a strong impact on properties derived from SED modeling (Conroy 2013 ). The dust attenuation will depend on the geometry of the dust relative to the stellar distribution (see review by Calzetti 2001) . Detailed modeling of nearby galaxies has shown that dust in spiral galaxies is found to be preferentially located within the disk region with scale-lengths and scale-heights typically larger and smaller than that of the stellar component, respectively (e.g., Xilouris et al. 1999; Bianchi 2007; De Geyter et al. 2014) . Therefore, one expects that the inclination of a galaxy relative to an observer will influence the total dust attenuation because more dust is preferentially viewed along the line of sight in more edge-on galaxies.
Numerous optical and NIR studies have examined the influence that inclination has on the attenuation and observed galaxy properties by comparing more inclined galaxies to face-on galaxies, under the assumption that the intrinsic properties are independent of inclination (e.g., Disney et al. 1989; Giovanelli et al. 1994 Giovanelli et al. , 1995 Masters et al. 2003 Masters et al. , 2010 Driver et al. 2007; Unterborn & Ryden 2008; Maller et al. 2009; Yip et al. 2010 ). These studies find that the stellar continuum of edge-on galaxy disks suffer up to 1 mag of additional attenuation in the B or g band, relative to face-on galaxies. The relationship between the amount of attenuation as a function of inclination is seen to be highly non-linear, with the strongest effects occurring for galaxies with b/a < 0.4 (most inclined), where b/a is the observed ratio of the disk semi-minor and semi-major axes.
A prominent feature in local extinction curves is a broad absorption feature centered at 2175Å (referred to as the 2175Å feature or bump; Draine 2003) , which is observed in many sightlines of the Milky Way (MW; Cardelli et al. 1989; Fitzpatrick 1999 ). This feature is attributed to carbonaceous grains (e.g., Draine 2003; Bradley et al. 2005; Papoular & Papoular 2009 ), perhaps in the form of graphite or PAHs, although silicate carriers have also been proposed (e.g., Bradley et al. 2005 ). However, current models still have difficulty in accommodating the observed variations in the width of the feature while maintaining a nearly invariant central wavelength. In the MW, the strength and width of the feature can vary dramatically along sightlines toward different environments and this may reflect differences in the underlying size distribution and composition of the dust grains (e.g., Fitzpatrick 2004) . The 2175Å feature is also observed in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC; e.g., Gordon et al. 2003 ) and the Andromeda galaxy (M31; e.g., Bianchi et al. 1996; Clayton et al. 2015) , but is typically very weak or absent in extinction curves of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC; e.g., Gordon et al. 2003 ). In addition, there are noticeable differences in the strength of this feature in the average LMC curve and that of the LMC2 supershell (corresponding to the 30 Dor starforming complex). Assuming comparable metallicity between these regions, this difference may be due to the destruction of the grain responsible for the feature within strongly star-forming regions (Gordon et al. 1997 (Gordon et al. , 2003 Fischera & Dopita 2011) .
Geometry, clumping, and the apparent optical depth can play a significant role in the observed strength of the 2175Å feature when seen in attenuation (e.g., Gordon et al. 1997; Gordon et al. 2000; Seon & Draine 2016) , and therefore one expects that inclination can influence its appearance. Numerous studies have characterized the behavior of attenuation as a function of inclination theoretically through radiative transfer analysis (e.g., Silva et al. 1998; Pierini et al. 2004; Tuffs et al. 2004; Inoue 2005; Jonsson et al. 2010; Chevallard et al. 2013 ). These models predict that, if adopting an underlying MW extinction curve, attenuation curves should become shallower with weaker 2175Å bumps at higher inclinations. The bump strength is also expected to decrease with increasing dust column density.
Numerous observational studies have looked into the strength of the 2175Å feature in the attenuation curves of local galaxies, often with noticeably different results. Using UV spectroscopy of 39 local starburst galaxies (strongly star-forming galaxies, SFGs) Calzetti et al. (1994) , find that the attenuation curve lacks the 2175Å feature. A complete lack of a feature cannot be entirely explained from geometric, clumping, or optical depth effects and therefore has been argued to result from the feature being absent or noticeably suppressed in the intrinsic extinction curve of these galaxies (Gordon et al. 1997 Seon & Draine 2016) . This may be due to grain destruction within strongly star-forming regions (Gordon et al. 1997 (Gordon et al. , 2003 Fischera & Dopita 2011) .
Others studies have utilized photometry to infer the presence of the 2175Å feature. Conroy et al. (2010) utilized a sample of ∼3400 local disk galaxies and compared the broadband photometry of galaxies of differing inclinations and inferred a bump feature with a strength 80% that of the MW. Wild et al. (2011) utilized a pairmatching technique on a sample ∼10,000 local galaxies, matching them based on global properties and then comparing more dusty and less dusty galaxies as determined from the Balmer decrement (F (Hα)/F (Hβ)), to characterize attenuation from broadband photometry and found that more inclined galaxies tend to have shallower UV slopes and stronger 2175Å features. Hagen et al. (2017) performed a spatially resolved analysis of attenuation in the SMC, finding that the bump strength decreases with increasing total attenuation (optical depth), a result consistent with expectation from radiative transfer models (e.g., Pierini et al. 2004; Seon & Draine 2016) .
The limited number of UV spectroscopic instruments to date, due to requiring space-based facilities, has made examining high redshift galaxies with optical facilities an alternate approach to explore this feature. Noll et al. (2009) examined 78 galaxies at 1 < z < 2.5 using optical spectroscopy and found that a bump feature with 28% MW strength is present in 24% of their sample, with the remaining 76% of cases exhibiting a weaker bump feature with ∼15% MW strength. Buat et al. (2011) utilized intermediate-band data of 30 galaxies at 1 < z < 2 and find that they require a bump with a strength of 35% that of the MW. This was followed by Buat et al. (2012) using a much larger sample of 751 galaxies at 1 < z < 2 that found the bump is securely detected in 20% of their sample with an average strength of 48% that of the MW. Kriek & Conroy (2013) also utilized intermediate-band data of 0.5 < z < 2 galaxies and find that galaxies experiencing steeper attenuation curves require a stronger bump strength, with an average bump strength of ∼30% that of the MW. Seon & Draine (2016) find that they can reproduce the trend of Kriek & Conroy (2013) through radiative transfer modeling if they adopt a MW-like extinction curve with a bump strength of ∼30% of that of the MW dust. Scoville et al. (2015) , using a sample of 266 galaxies at 2 < z < 6, inferred an attenuation curve based on broadband photometry and the CIV absorption feature that has a noticeable bump feature. Reddy et al. (2015) determined the attenuation curve of 224 galaxies at 1.4 < z < 2.6 by combining broadband photometry and Balmer decrement measurements and found that a 2175Å feature is not required, but suggests that a weak feature may exist. Several other studies have also suggested that a 2175Å feature is not evident in high redshift galaxies (e.g., Zeimann et al. 2015; Salmon et al. 2016) .
As can be gathered, there is no consensus regarding the importance of the 2175Å feature in galaxy attenuation curves, likely owing to large differences in the galaxy samples considered and the methodologies employed for characterizing the dust attenuation. Additionally, excluding Wild et al. (2011) , none of the previous observational studies have explicitly examined the entire UV-NIR behavior of the attenuation curve and the importance of the 2175Å feature as a function of galaxy inclination.
The goal of this study is to extend on the work of our previous studies (Battisti et al. 2016 (Battisti et al. , 2017 by quantifying the influence that inclination has on the shape and normalization on dust attenuation curves, as well as its role on the strength of the 2175Å feature, using a sample of ∼10,000 local SFGs. The benefit of this sample is that the amount of dust attenuation for each galaxy can be robustly inferred from the Balmer decrement, whereas most previous studies have employed SED modeling techniques that are dependent on the assumed stellar population and therefore subject to more uncertainty and potential biases.
Throughout this work we adopt a Λ-CDM concordance cosmological model, H 0 = 70 km/s/Mpc, Ω M = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7. To avoid confusion, we make explicit distinction between the color excess of the stellar continuum E(B − V ) star , which traces the reddening of the bulk of the galaxy stellar population, and the color excess seen in the nebular gas emission E(B − V ) gas , which traces the reddening of the ionized gas around massive stars within HII regions. We quantify the strength of the 2175Å feature (i.e., amplitude relative to the baseline extinction or attenuation curve) through the parameter E b following Fitzpatrick & Massa (1990 , 2007 . For reference, the MW curve has an E b = 3.30 (Fitzpatrick 1999) , the average LMC and LMC2 supershell (30 Dor) curves have an E b = 3.12 and 1.64, respectively (Gordon et al. 2003) , and the SMC has a value of E b 0.39 (Gordon et al. 2003 ).
DATA AND MEASUREMENTS
2.1. Sample Selection The parent sample of galaxies used in this study is the same as in Battisti et al. (2016) , and we refer the reader to that paper for a detailed description. In brief, galaxies are selected from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX ; Martin et al. 2005; Morrissey et al. 2007 ) data release 6/7 catalogs of Bianchi et al. (2014) with FUV (1344 − 1786Å) and NUV (1771 − 2831Å) detection of S/N > 5. These sources are cross-matched with spectroscopically observed galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data release 7 (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009 ). We utilize optical emission line diagnostic to remove sources with a significant active galactic nucleus (AGN) contribution from the sample and also to determine the dust content (through the Balmer decrement). The sample is also chosen to be z ≤ 0.105 to avoid the FUV band from being influenced by strong absorption features. Together these selections provide us with a sample of 9813 SFGs that act as our parent sample. This parent sample is predominantly composed of disk galaxies, as expected for SFGs. Using the NYU Value-Added Galaxy Catalog 5 (NYU-VAGC; Blanton et al. 2005) , we find that 88% of the parent sample has a r-band Sérsic index of n ≤ 2.5 (n = 2.5 roughly separates disk-dominated from bulge-dominated galaxies, with larger numbers indicating bulge-dominated cases).
The UV-optical photometry is obtained using 4.5 ′′ diameter aperture photometry (constrained by the GALEX point-spread function) to remain as selfconsistent as possible to the 3 ′′ diameter fiber used for the spectroscopy. This methodology is outlined in (Battisti et al. 2016) . As a brief reminder, for the UV we use the NYU-VAGC u-band light profiles, assuming it to be a reasonable tracer of UV color, to determine appropriate aperture corrections for each individual galaxy. The amount of light within 4.5 ′′ in the modeled u-band profile is compared to the same measurement after being convolved with the GALEX PSFs and the aperture correction is taken as the ratio of these values. For the SDSS spectroscopy (3 ′′ ), we follow a similar methodology and determine the correction using the NYU-VAGC light profile models for the gri-bands (overlap in wavelength with the spectrum). We perform a chi-squared minimization to match the optical spectrum to the 4.5 ′′ model photometry. We find that these corrections result in good visual agreement between the UV and optical data. It is also worth stating that the methodology for determining attenuation curves used in this work (and previously) is not sensitive to the absolute scale of these aperture corrections because it is based on taking ratios of galaxy templates as a function of dust reddening (i.e., even if the aperture corrections are off by a constant factor, the derived curve would be identical).
In Battisti et al. (2017) , we cross-matched our sample with NIR sources in the UKIRT (United Kingdom Infrared Telescope) Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Hewett et al. 2006 ) and the Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006) . The former survey is 5 http://sdss.physics.nyu.edu/vagc/ deeper than the latter but only encompasses a fraction of the SDSS footprint, thus using both provides us with good statistics for both faint (common) and bright (rare) galaxies. Combining the two samples provides NIR data for 5546 unique SFGs from the parent sample. The NIR photometry is matched to the same 4.5 ′′ diameter aperture (see Battisti et al. 2017, for details) . As a brief reminder, we perform the NIR corrections using the annular light profile catalog (PhotoProfile) from the SDSS, which we convert into cumulative flux densities. We determine the flux densities at 4.5 ′′ , 5.7 ′′ , (UKIDSS catalog aperture), and 8.0 ′′ (2MASS catalog aperture) and normalize the UKIDSS and 2MASS photometry such that the ratio between the NIR and the SDSS z-band flux density at the catalog aperture is preserved for 4.5
′′ (e.g.,
For sources detected in both UKIDSS and 2MASS, we find this method to provide consistent values between the two surveys.
All measurements of galaxy properties utilized in this work are from the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics and Johns Hopkins University (MPA/JHU) group 6 and correspond to the 3 ′′ SDSS fiber which is typically centered on the nuclear region and represents a fraction of the total galaxy, unless this is specified otherwise. We adopt the uncertainty values listed in Juneau et al. (2014) for the emission lines, which are updated values for the DR7 dataset. The stellar masses are based on fits to the photometric data following the methodology of Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and Salim et al. (2007) . The star formation rates (SFRs) are based on the method presented in Brinchmann et al. (2004) . The gas phase metallicities are estimated using Charlot & Longhetti (2001) models as outlined in Tremonti et al. (2004) . All photometry and spectroscopy has been corrected for foreground Milky Way extinction using the GALEX provided E(B−V ) MW with the extinction curve of Fitzpatrick (1999) . For the GALEX bands, we adopt the values of k FUV = 8.06 7 and k NUV = 8.05, which represent the average value of the MW extinction curve convolved with each filter on SEDs with UV slopes −2.5 < β < 0.5, the typical range for our SFG sample.
METHODOLOGY

Characterizing Inclination
The primary focus of this study the quantification of the influence that inclination has on the shape of the attenuation curve. To properly examine this, it is important that galaxy inclinations are accurately determined. Nominally, the inclination angle, θ, of a disk galaxy can be determined from
where b/a is the observed ratio of the semi-minor and semi-major axes and q z is the intrinsic ratio between the vertical and radial scale height of the disk. The value of q z will vary among disk galaxies, but is typically between 0.1 < q z < 0.3 (e.g., Unterborn & Ryden 2008; Padilla & Strauss 2008; Rodríguez & Padilla 2013) . Due to the uncertainty in the vertical scale height of disk galaxies, we choose to adopt the axial ratio as our proxy for inclination. However, we will still refer to galaxies at low axial ratios as higher inclination galaxies (closer to edgeon, θ = 90 • ) and high axial ratios as low inclination galaxies (closer to face-on, θ = 0
• ). The ellipticity of the disk relative to the intrinsic axial ratio viewed face-on, ǫ = 1 − b 0 /a 0 , can also affect the estimation of inclination, with typical values for spiral galaxies between 0.0 < ǫ < 0.2 (e.g., Unterborn & Ryden 2008; Padilla & Strauss 2008; Rodríguez & Padilla 2013) .
The effects of seeing are also important to consider when attempting to measure inclination. Seeing will cause galaxies with small angular extents to have rounder isophotes than their intrinsic value. We use the radius enclosing 90% of the Petrosian flux in the r band, r 90 , from the SDSS database to determine the size of each galaxy. To mitigate the issue of seeing, we select only galaxies with r 90 > 4 ′′ for analysis, which corresponds to the minimum size required for reliable spiral classification in Galaxy Zoo (Masters et al. 2010) . We have examined the appearance of numerous galaxies in our sample with r 90 < 4 ′′ and we confirm that r 90 = 4 ′′ is an adequate threshold for reliable inclination determinations. Imposing a cut of r 90 > 4 ′′ leaves us with a sample of 8441 galaxies (i.e., 14% of the parent sample lies below this threshold) for our UV-optical sample and 4658 for our UV-NIR sample. The distribution of axial ratios b/a for this sample of galaxies is shown in Figure 1 . For reference, we also show the corresponding inclination values assuming a value of q z = 0.2 for the vertical scale height.
For subsequent analysis we separate the UV-optical sample into the four groups (subpopulations) and the UV-NIR sample into two groups that are demonstrated in Figure 1 . The groups are chosen to be wide enough such that the scale height, which would impact our ability to select the most edge-on cases, and ellipticity, which would impact our ability to select the most face-on cases, do not have a substantial effect on our results. This is because all nearly all edge-on and face-on cases should still reside in the lowest and highest axial ratio group, respectively, for typical values of q z and ǫ.
As a check on influence of the Sérsic index, which may influence the reliability of axial ratios as an indicator of inclination, we explored the effects of additionally restricting our sample to only galaxies of lower Sérsic index (i.e., a more disk-like profile). In particular, when we select samples with only n < 2.5 or n < 1.5 for the analysis presented in Section 4, we find that the results do not appear to show any significant differences relative to those found without imposing this restriction, albeit at higher uncertainty due to the smaller sample size. Therefore, we feel confident that our results are not strongly dependent on the Sérsic index.
Characterizing Attenuation
The dust attenuation in each galaxy is quantified through the Balmer decrement, F (Hα)/F (Hβ), where Hα and Hβ are located at 6562.8Å and 4861.4Å, respectively. Following Calzetti et al. (1994) , we define the Balmer optical depth as
where the value of 2.86 comes from the theoretical value expected for the unreddened ratio of F (Hα)/F (Hβ) undergoing Case B recombination with T e = 10 4 K and n e = 100 cm −3 (Osterbrock 1989; Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) . The superscript l is used to emphasize that this quantity is coming from emission lines and should be distinguished from optical depths associated with the stellar continuum.
If one assumes knowledge of the total-to-selective extinction, k(λ) ≡ A λ /E(B − V ), then τ l B can be directly related to the color excess of the nebular gas, E(B − V ) gas , through
where A(λ) is the total extinction at a given wavelength. For reference, the MW has a value of k(Hα) − k(Hβ) = 1.257 (Fitzpatrick 1999) .
We show the values of τ l B as a function of b/a for our sample in Figure 2 . Interestingly, it can be seen that the range and average value of τ l B does not vary strongly with b/a, although there may be a slight increase in τ l B at lower b/a. Similar results have been seen in previous studies (e.g., Yip et al. 2010; Chevallard et al. 2013; Catalán-Torrecilla et al. 2015) and also predicted theoretically (e.g., Tuffs et al. 2004; Chevallard et al. 2013) . Two plausible explanations for the mild trend of τ l B with inclination are presented in Wild et al. (2011) . First, these emission lines may undergo the majority of their total attenuation from dust in their surrounding star-forming region, such that any additional attenuation from the diffuse dust component at high inclinations would have only a minor influence. Second, at high inclinations the line of sight to star-forming regions may become optically thick such that only those lying on the outer skin can be viewed and these cases would be subject to only modest additional attenuation from the diffuse dust component. There is evidence against the second scenario being the primary mechanism for the lack of a trend due to the excellent agreement between the total attenuation (or SFRs) inferred from Balmer decrements (Balmer-corrected Hα) and those based on flux ratios of IR emission and observed Hα (IR+observed Hα) (Calzetti et al. 2007; Kennicutt et al. 2009 ) regardless of galaxy inclination (Prescott et al. 2007; Catalán-Torrecilla et al. 2015) . The first scenario is favored theoretically by Chevallard et al. (2013) , in which their radiative transfer modeling produces total effective optical depths (i.e., that measured in attenuation) from the ISM+star-forming regions that are typically less than unity at optical wavelengths. We will discuss this further in Section 7.1.
For galaxies where the UV flux density is dominated by recent star formation (i.e., small contribution from older stars), the intrinsic UV spectral slope has an expected value of β 0 ∼ −2.1 (Calzetti et al. 2000) . Therefore, the effects of dust attenuation are also often inferred from the observed UV spectral slope β, where
and F (λ) is the flux density in the range 1250 ≤ λ ≤ 2600Å. . For a sample of perfectly thin disk galaxies with random orientation, the expected distribution is flat. However, the intrinsic scale height of disks qz > 0 will prevent axial ratios below the scale height from being observed. Similarly, any intrinsic ellipticity in the disk ǫ > 0 will tend to reduce the number of cases with very high axial ratios. The top axis shows the galaxy inclination angle assuming qz = 0.2 and the dotted line corresponds to a completely edge-on galaxy in this scenario. The red lines show subpopulations that have additional constraints utilized for the analysis in Section 4. The dashed lines separate the groups used to examine the effect of inclination and are chosen to be wide enough such that scale height and ellipticity do not have a substantial impact on the results. The lower panel shows the r-band Sérsic index as a function of the axial ratio, where the full r 90 > 4 ′′ sample is in black and the subpopulation is in red. The majority of the galaxies are disk-like with n < 2.5.
For this study, we make use of the UV power-law index β GLX measured from observed GALEX FUV and NUV photometry,
where the flux density is in erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 , λ FUV = 1516Å, and λ NUV = 2267Å. There is no need to perform k-corrections on the flux density if one assumes a powerlaw fit to the region described above. However, this value can be influenced by the presence of a 2175Å absorption feature (for low redshifts), which will tend to steepen the slope (higher negative values) due to a decrease in the NUV flux density (see Battisti et al. 2016 ).
DERIVING THE DUST ATTENUATION CURVES
Galaxy Templates
To empirically determine our attenuation curves, we follow the same methodology as previously employed in Battisti et al. (2016 Battisti et al. ( , 2017 . This requires comparing the SEDs of galaxies with differing amounts of dust attenuation while also accounting for intrinsic differences between the stellar populations among our sample, which can lead to significant SED variation independent of the total level of dust attenuation. Following previous studies of this kind, we utilize ensembles of many galaxies to construct templates with similar "average" stellar populations (Calzetti et al. 1994; Wild et al. 2011; Reddy et al. 2015) . Another issue is the well known age/dust degeneracy in which the reddening of a young, dusty stellar population can be similar to that of an old, dust-free population (e.g., Witt et al. 1992; Gordon et al. 1997) . Due to this effect, the inferred attenuation curve can be subject to systematic errors if intrinsic differences exist among the average SEDs as a function of the relative attenua- Figure 2 . The Balmer optical depth τ l B as a function of axial ratio b/a for the UV-optical sample. The range and average value of τ l B does not vary strongly with b/a, although a slight increase in τ l B at lower b/a is evident as seen in previous studies (e.g., Yip et al. 2010; Chevallard et al. 2013) . For reference, if we assume the ionized gas experiences an extinction curve similar to the MW (R V = 3.1), the values of τ l B = 0.4 and 0.6 (∼68% and 95% upper boundary) correspond to A V,gas = 1.07 and 1.61, respectively (using equation 3).
tion. For example, SFGs experiencing more dust attenuation also, on average, tend have slightly older average stellar population ages (likely linked to the production of metals/dust from older stars) that causes their SEDs to be intrinsically redder than less attenuated galaxies (Battisti et al. 2016 ). This effect, if unaccounted for, would lead to a steeper inferred attenuation curve. In order to mitigate these issues, we select a sample of galaxies with roughly similar SFHs and stellar populations based on the strength of the 4000Å break feature (D n 4000; Kauffmann et al. 2003a) .
For our parent sample, a linear relationship is observed between β GLX and τ l B , although with a very large dispersion (Battisti et al. 2016) . Similar relationships are observed for local starburst galaxies (Calzetti et al. 1994) and also in SFGs at z ∼ 2 (Reddy et al. 2015) . For the purpose of this analysis, we assume a foreground-like dust component is dominating the attenuation, which is consistent with the linear relationship between these quantities, and provides us with a straightforward manner to derive the effective attenuation curve. However, we stress that more complex geometries are likely to occur and may account for some of the scatter in the observed relationship (see Battisti et al. 2016 Battisti et al. , 2017 , for more discussion).
In the scenario in which a foreground-like dust component is dominating the attenuation, the optical depth is expected to behave according to
where τ n,r corresponds to the dust optical depth of template n, with flux density F n (λ), relative to a reference template r, with flux density F r (λ), and it is required that n > r for comparison. From this relation, it is possible to determine the selective attenuation, Q n,r (λ),
where δτ
Br is the difference between the Balmer optical depth of template n and r. The normalization for the selective attenuation is arbitrary. Following our previous work, we select Q n,r (5500Å) = 0 as the zero-point.
In order to construct the templates, we select galaxies in a narrow range of D n 4000 values for comparison. This selection removes the systematic trend seen between dustier galaxies having slightly larger D n 4000 values (older average stellar population age), which impacts the inferred attenuation in the UV-optical wavelength range (Battisti et al. 2016) . We select galaxies within a window of ∆D n 4000 = 0.2, which is centered on the mean value of 1.2 and 1.23 for the UV-optical and UV-NIR samples, respectively. For the NIR analysis, we also impose a restriction on the stellar mass range of 9.1 < log[M * (M ⊙ )] < 9.9 to mitigate the variation in the NIR due to the old, low-mass stellar populations (Battisti et al. 2017) , for which D n 4000 is insufficient to constrain because it is primarily linked to intermediate mass stars. The logic behind the chosen D n 4000 and M * windows is to retain the largest fraction of the galaxy sample while also reducing the influence of stellar population age on the derived attenuation curve. We find that using windows narrower than those mentioned above does not lead to significant differences in the resulting attenuation curve (relative to the dispersion, which increases with narrower windows; see Battisti et al. 2016 Battisti et al. , 2017 . For reference, we show the histograms of the D n 4000 and M * values for these subpopulations relative to the r 90 > 4 ′′ parent samples in Figure 3 . These criteria provide us with samples of 6289 and 1860 galaxies for the UV-optical and UV-NIR analysis, respectively.
To examine the effects of inclination we separate our sample according to axial ratio and adopt 4 groups for the UV-optical sample, as shown in Figure 1 . The galaxies within each subpopulation are separated into 6 bins of τ l B , spaced by ∆τ l B ∼ 0.1 (maintaining 100 sources in each bin), and the average SED is determined. We refer the reader to Battisti et al. (2016) for a full description of the techniques used for averaging the UV and optical data. For the analysis here we will also retain the average FUV and NUV photometry, in addition to the power-law fit for the UV from 1250 < λ < 2300Å because we will also consider scenarios with a 2175Å feature where the shape of the UV attenuation would deviate from this form. To account for the slight variation in the average redshift for each bin, we also adopt a fixed effective wavelength corresponding to the average redshift of each subpopulation, typicallyz ∼ 0.06, such that the selective attenuation for each band is determined in a consistent manner. We use the averaged UV power-law to determine these fixed-z flux density values, but note that their difference relative to the averaged photometry is small such that the assumption has minimal importance. The average flux density templates for the lowest and highest axial ratio UV-optical subpopulations can be seen in Figure 4 . Comparing the lowest panel of these two cases (showing the templates with different τ l B relative to one another), it can be seen that the change in UV shape of the average templates with increasing τ l B are noticeably different, with the low axial ratio (higher inclination) galaxies retaining a bluer slope at higher Balmer optical depths.
For the smaller UV-NIR sample we adopt only 2 groups, as illustrated in Figure 1 . We follow the methodology outlined in Battisti et al. (2017) , for which we interpolate the average flux density of the observed SDSS z and UKIDSS Y , J, H, and K bands (in log(F λ )-log(λ) space) to a fixed wavelength (the effective wavelength forz) for determining the selective attenuation at each band. The behavior of the NIR spectral region is relatively smooth such that interpolating values for small wavelength offsets is reasonable. The average flux density templates for the UV-NIR subpopulations can be seen in Figure 5 . Comparing the lowest panels of this Figure, it can be seen that there are no obvious differences in the shape of the templates with increasing τ l B at optical and NIR wavelengths for the different inclination groups.
We show the selective attenuation curves that are obtained from the lowest and highest axial ratio UV-optical templates in Figure 6 . We exclude the use of template 1 in our analysis because this average SED is nearly identical to template 2, which we attribute to the intrinsic variation being dominant over the effects of attenuation at these low values of τ l B . It can be seen in Figure 6 that templates 2-6 give similar selective attenuation curves, implying that adopting a single selective attenuation curve is reasonable to characterize each subpopulation. We determine the effective attenuation curve, Q eff (λ), by taking the average value of Q n,r (λ) found from templates 2-6. We adopt the same approach for the UV-NIR subpopulations, which are shown in Figure 7 . In the next section we outline the method used to fit the shape of these selective attenuation curves. . Average UV-optical flux density, normalized at 5500Å, within bins of τ l B for galaxies separated by axial ratio (proxy for inclination) and with 1.1 < Dn4000 < 1.3. The left shows the low axial ratio sample (higher inclination angle, closer to edge-on) with 0.00 < b/a < 0.43 (N = 1558) and the right shows the high axial ratio sample (lower inclination angle, closer to face-on) with 0.77 < b/a < 1.00 (N = 1530). The range in τ l B and the number of sources in each bin, N bin , are shown in each panel. The flux density shown for the region of 1250 < λ < 2300Å is based on the average GALEX FUV and NUV data assuming it follows a power-law F (λ) ∝ λ β GLX . The optical measurements are from SDSS spectroscopy. The gray regions denote the area enclosing approximately 68% of the population. The dotted regions in the optical spectra indicate the average obtained from less than the full sample in that bin (due to varying redshifts), but still containing > 50% of the bin sample. The diamonds show the average flux densities for GALEX FUV, NUV, and SDSS u photometry, with errorbars denoting the 1σ range in rest-frame wavelength and flux density values spanned in each bin, respectively. The bottom panel shows a comparison of the average flux density of each bin without the dispersion included. It can be seen that the shape of the UV region differs with axial ratio. Figure 5 . Average optical-NIR flux density for galaxies separated by axial ratio and with 1.13 < Dn4000 < 1.33 & 9.1 < log[M * (M ⊙ )] < 9.9. The left shows the low axial ratio sample with 0.00 < b/a < 0.62 (N = 936) and the right shows the high axial ratio sample with 0.62 < b/a < 1.00 (N = 924). Lines and symbols are the same as Figure 4 . There are no obvious differences in the shape of the templates with inclination. Figure 6 . UV-optical selective attenuation curve, Qn,r(λ), for our axial ratio subpopulations based on comparing a given template, n, to a reference template, r, at lower τ l B . Also shown is the effective curve, Q eff (λ) (solid black line and circles), which is the average value of Qn,r(λ) for the cases shown. The gap region between 2300Å and 3750Å is denoted with a dotted line corresponding to a linear interpolation between the end points and is not used for constraining the fit. The solid red line is our best fit to Q eff (λ) (see Section 4.2). For the low axial ratio sample (left), the NUV point has an excess relative to a baseline constructed from a fit to only the FUV and optical data (solid blue line), which we interpret to be due to a 2175Å feature. The lower panel shows the residual between each curve relative to Q eff (λ). 
Fitting the Selective Attenuation and Bump Feature
In this section we outline the method for fitting the average selective attenuation curves of our subpopulations. These methods are identical to those presented in Battisti et al. (2016) , except that we also consider the possibility of an additional MW-like 2175Å feature of variable bump strength. This feature is assumed to account for the NUV excess in Q(λ) for the low b/a subpopulation (higher inclination, Figure 6 , left). First, we fit the optical region of Q(λ) from the SDSS spectroscopic data together with the average FUV value using a third order polynomial, which acts as our baseline curve. The excess of the NUV Q(λ) value relative to this baseline is then assumed to be a MW-like 2175Å feature. It is worth noting that the inferred bump strength is directly dependent on the assumed baseline, which introduces additional uncertainty into the method. The MW bump feature is well characterized using a Lorentzian-like Drude profile (Fitzpatrick & Massa 1990 )
where λ 0 = 2175Å is the wavelength of the feature, ∆λ is its FWHM, and E b is the bump intensity. The average MW extinction curve has values of ∆λ ∼ 470Å and E b ∼ 3.30 (Fitzpatrick 1999) . To fit the residual NUV value, we use a Drude profile with λ 0 = 2175Å and ∆λ = 470Å that is convolved with the GALEX NUV filter. This convolution acts to suppress the apparent strength of the feature (e.g., Battisti et al. 2016) . The corresponding strength of the bump required to fit the NUV is E b = 0.55, or about 17% the strength of the MW. We illustrate the fit in Figure 8 , where this fit includes the differential reddening factor f (see Section 4.3) on Q(λ) so that the MW extinction curve can be shown for comparison. However, this value is dependent on the assumed value for λ 0 and ∆λ. Adopting values from Noll et al. (2009) for z ∼ 2 galaxies, which tend to have higher λ 0 and lower ∆λ than the MW values (see their table2), requires bump strengths ranging from 0.70 < E b < 0.87 or 21-26% the MW value. Given that we do not have adequate information to constrain λ 0 and ∆λ, we choose to adopt the fit using the MW values for the remainder of the paper. Regardless of the adopted parameters, the assumed bump is substantially lower than that of the average MW curve or the LMC2 supershell and are consistent with the bump strengths found in Noll et al. (2009) 
Performing a similar analysis on the other b/a bins results in a "negative feature" being preferred and therefore it is assumed that a feature is not required. For these cases, we adopt our standard approach and fit the UV-optical values of Q eff (λ), where the UV is from the average power-law fit, to a single third-order polynomial as a function of x = 1/λ (µm −1 ):
The parameters of all fits are outlined in Table 1 . For the UV-NIR subpopulations, we follow the methodology of Battisti et al. (2017) and fit the NIR region of Q eff (λ) using the SDSS data longward of 6000Å combined with the NIR bands to a single second-order polynomial as a function of x = 1/λ (µm −1 ):
A second-order fit was chosen for the NIR because of the limited data available at these wavelengths. We separately fit the SDSS region (3750 − 8325Å), using a third-order polynomial, for determining the differential reddening factor (f ; Section 4.3). The parameters of these fits are outlined in Table 2 . Looking at Figure 7 , it is apparent that these fits may simplify the shape of the attenuation curve (e.g., slight offset of J-band value of Q eff ), although we also caution that discrepancies between the photometric values could arise from SED variation that not accounted for using our current selection Figure 8 . Demonstration of our 2175Å feature fitting method for the high-inclination subpopulation. The baseline is determined by fitting the FUV+optical data to a third-order polynomial. Assuming that the NUV excess relative to this baseline is due to a bump with MW-like properties (λ 0 = 2175Å and ∆λ = 470Å) requires a bump strength of E b = 0.55, or about 17% the strength of the MW (see Section 4.2 for different assumptions). The MW curve is also shown for reference (Fitzpatrick 1999) .
criteria.
We also examined the effect of adopting the same bins for the UV-optical sample as for the UV-NIR sample (i.e., use only two groups) and find that it results in attenuation curves that are effectively an average of the two lower (b/a < 0.60) and upper (b/a > 0.60) groups. This demonstrates that the mass-selection has minimal influence on the derived curve shape at shorter wavelengths. Similarly, we find the UV behavior for the attenuation curve inferred from our UV-NIR sample is consistent with the larger UV-optical sample, although with a larger dispersion that we attribute to the smaller sample size.
Selective Attenuation Curve Variation with
Inclination The selective attenuation is related to the total-toselective attenuation, k(λ), through the following relation
where f is a constant required to make
and R V is the total-to-selective attenuation in the V band, which is the vertical offset of the curve from zero at 5500Å (i.e., R V ≡ k(V )). We assume B and V bands to be 4400Å and 5500Å, respectively. The term f is accounting for differences in the reddening between the ionized gas and the stellar continuum and can also be expressed as
where k(Hβ) and k(Hα) are the values for the intrinsic extinction curve of the galaxy and not from the attenuation curve. As such, the quantity f Q(λ) represents the true wavelength-dependent behavior of the attenuation Figure 9 . Normalized selective attenuation curve f Q(λ) derived from our inclination subsets (red lines). The term f is required to make the curve have k(B) − k(V ) ≡ 1. The cyan line is the average attenuation curve of the 1.1 < Dn4000 < 1.3 sample (from which the b/a subpopulations are drawn Battisti et al. 2016) , the solid blue line is the starburst selective attenuation curve (Calzetti et al. 2000) , and the solid black line is the MW extinction curve (Fitzpatrick 1999) . The shape of the curves in the UV is seen to become shallower at lower axial ratios (higher inclinations). The highest axial ratio subpopulation has a shape comparable to the starburst attenuation curve.
curve on the stellar continuum. For reference, the average attenuation curve of the entire 1.1 < D n 4000 < 1.3 UV-optical sample (i.e., without r 90 > 4 ′′ criterion) has a value of f = 2.40 +0.33 −0.29 (Battisti et al. 2016 ). The value of f for the average selective attenuation curve of each subpopulation, based on the fits of the previous section, are outlined in Table 1 and 2. The uncertainty shown reflects the maximum and minimum values from fits using individual Q n,r (λ). We find that the value of f is lower for the decreasing axial ratios (higher inclinations), which from equation (13) implies that E(B − V ) star / E(B − V ) gas becomes slightly larger toward unity at higher inclination. This statement assumes the average intrinsic extinction curve among each bin is comparable, which is a reasonable assumption. If a MW extinction curve is assumed (k(Hα) − k(Hβ) = 1.257; Fitzpatrick 1999), then E(B − V ) star / E(B − V ) gas =0.47 and 0.55 for the highest and lowest axial ratio cases of the UV-optical sample, respectively. This indicates that there is a smaller difference between the reddening of the stellar continuum and ionized gas for more inclined galaxies. This effect is likely a result of the geometry, because both components will be affected more by the diffuse dust component along the line of sight in the edge-on scenario. We discuss this in more detail in Section 7.1.
We compare the selective attenuation curves of our UV-optical sample with this factor included in Figure 9 . For reference, we also show the average curve from Battisti et al. (2016) (1.1 < D n 4000 < 1.3), the starburst attenuation curve of Calzetti et al. (2000) , and the MW extinction curve (Fitzpatrick 1999) . In this Figure , it can be seen that the selective attenuation curve becomes shallower in the UV with increasing inclination. Interestingly, for the most face-on subpopulation (0.77 < b/a < 1.00), the curve approaches a slope comparable to the starburst attenuation curve. We discuss possible reasons for these trends in Section 7.1. · · · Notes. The uncertainty in f denotes the maximum and minimum values from fits using individual Qn,r(λ) for each subpopulation (see § 4.3). The functional form of these fits are Q fit (x) = p 0 + p 1 x + p 2 x 2 + p 3 x 3 . These cases also have the constraint that 1.1 < Dn4000 < 1.3. The fit for the bump strength assumes λ 0 = 2175Å and ∆λ = 470Å (Fitzpatrick 1999) . Notes. The uncertainty in f and R V denote the maximum and minimum values from fits using individual Qn,r(λ) for each subpopulation (see § 4.1). The functional form of these fits are Q fit (x) = p 0 + p 1 x + p 2 x 2 , where x = 1/λ (µm −1 ). The normalization R V (2.85 µm) is determined by extrapolating this function out to 2.85 µm and forcing k(2.85 µm) = 0 (see § 4.4). These subpopulations also have the constraint that 1.13 < Dn4000 < 1.33 and 9.1 < log[M * (M ⊙ )] < 9.9.
Curve Normalization, R V , and Comparison with Local Studies
We determine the normalization, R V , for each of the UV-NIR subpopulations by extrapolating the NIR selective attenuation out to wavelengths where the totalto-selective attenuation is expected to approach zero, k(λ → ∞) ∼ 0. This is often approximated as occuring at λ ∼ 2.85 µm (e.g., Calzetti 1997; Gordon et al. 2003; Reddy et al. 2015) . The values found for R V by extrapolating for the value of f Q fit (λ) out to 2.85 µm and forcing k(2.85 µm) = 0 are shown in Table 2 . We find that the lower axial ratio subpopulation has a slightly higher inferred R V value than the higher axial ratio, with values of R V = 3.91
+0.65
−0.77 and 3.64 +0.20 −0.45 , respectively, where the uncertainty reflects the maximum and minimum values from fits using individual Q n,r (λ). However, this difference is not very significant given the large uncertainties. For reference, the average attenuation curve of the entire 1.13 < D n 4000 < 1.33 and 9.1 < log[M * (M ⊙ )] < 9.9 UV-NIR sample (i.e., without r 90 > 4 ′′ criterion) has a value of R V = 3.67 (Battisti et al. 2017 ). Both of the values above are consistent with this value.
With the determination of R V , it is possible for us to compare our curves to those of Wild et al. (2011) , which performed a similar analysis on the effects of inclination on the attenuation of GALEX -SDSS-UKIRT matched local galaxies. Wild et al. (2011) separate their sample of galaxies into two groups according to stellar mass surface density, µ * = 0.5M * ,tot /(πr 2 50,z ), where M * ,tot is the total stellar mass and r 50,z is the Petrosian halflight radius in the z band. They adopt a break corresponding to the bimodal local galaxy population of Kauffmann et al. (2003b) that separates bulgeless (µ * < 3 × 10 8 M ⊙ kpc −2 ) and bulged (µ * > 3 × 10 8 M ⊙ kpc −2 ) galaxies. We find that ∼95% of our parent sample would be classified into the lower stellar mass surface density (bulgeless) sample and therefore we will only compare to that sample. They sub-divide each group and examined the attenuation curves by different sSFR and the axial ratio (b/a). For clarity, we only reproduce the curves of different axial ratio and hold the sSFR fixed to their average value of log[sSFR (yr −1 )] = −9.5. We compare the total-to-selective attenuation curve normalized at V -band, k(λ)/k(V ) 8 , of our UV-optical sample (Table 1) to that of Wild et al. (2011) in Figure 10 (Left ; cyan lines) . It is worth noting that normalizing the curve in this way is equivalent to plotting the curves in the form of A(λ)/A(V ). For simplicity, here we adopt a single value R V = 3.67 for normalizing all of our UV-optical subsamples, although we find that adopting the slightly higher value of R V found above for the lower inclination subpopulations does not substantially alter the curves. Both studies find a shallowing in the slope at higher inclinations, but this extends to longer wavelengths in Wild et al. (2011) . Unlike our study, Wild et al. (2011) favor a 2175Å feature at all axial ratios with comparable strength, although the bump strength is seen to increase at higher inclinations in their bulged (µ * > 3 × 10 8 M ⊙ kpc −2 ) galaxies. Below we highlight differences between our study and Wild et al. (2011) that may account for the differing attenuation curves.
First, this may be a consequence of the differences in the photometric aperture adopted in each study. Wild et al. (2011) use the entire galaxy for their photometry, which would lead them to enclose a larger amount of the diffuse dust disk relative our fixed aperture method (to remain close to the SDSS fiber). In our case, we tend to enclose a smaller fraction of the galaxy that is centered on the central star forming region. As will be discussed more in Section 7.1, these two regions may have differing dust properties. Second, for their UV data Wild et al. (2011) utilize the GALEX All-sky Imaging Survey (AIS) survey, as opposed to our use of the Medium Imaging Survey (MIS), which is shallower and may preferentially select bluer galaxies at low values of τ l B Battisti et al. (2016) . Thus, the galaxies selected in each study may be fundamentally different. Third, they adopt a pair match-ing method to determine their attenuation curves that is fundamentally different than our methodology and does not explicitly attempt to select for stellar population age. As discussed in Battisti et al. (2016) (and also Wild et al. (2011) ), steeper apparent UV slopes for the attenuation curve can result from a mismatch in the mean stellar population ages of galaxies if dustier galaxies are on average intrinsically older, and therefore redder, than the less dusty galaxies. Such a trend is evident in our sample when comparing the values of τ l B and D n 4000 (proxy for mean stellar age; see Battisti et al. 2016) . Therefore, this could give rise to their higher inferred UV attenuation, although we note that this should be somewhat mitigated by their matching galaxies by sSFR and metallicity, both of which correlate with mean stellar population age. Both the second and third points made above can lead to steeper inferred attenuation curves in the UV region and we speculate these to be the primary causes of the differences seen in Figure 10 .
We also show a comparison of k(λ)/k(V ) from our UV-optical sample to that of Conroy et al. (2010) in Figure 10 (Right ; orange line). Conroy et al. (2010) performed a model-based derivation of the attenuation curve in GALEX -SDSS matched local disk galaxies, selected to have Sérsic index of n ≤ 2.5 and 9.5 < log(M/M ⊙ ) < 10.0. They compared the broadband photometry of galaxies of differing inclinations and inferred that they were best characterized using a MW curve with a R V = 2.0 and a bump feature with a strength of 80% that of the MW. As can be seen in Figure 10 , this curve is noticeably steeper than our derived curves, when all curves are normalized to the same value at 5500Å. As noted earlier, our sample is preferentially found to be disky, with 88% of the parent sample having n ≤ 2.5, which makes the observed differences puzzling, but given the substantial differences in the adopted methodologies between these works it is difficult to determine sources of the discrepancy. However, we note that the study of Conroy et al. (2010) did not utilize NIR data and therefore their chosen value for R V (influencing the steepness of the curve when shown in this form) is not well constrained. Larger values of R V act to flatten the curve (i.e., closer to standard MW curve) and this might be the primary cause of the differences seen in Figure 10 .
SOURCES WITH GALEX SPECTROSCOPY
Due to the limited UV sampling afforded through GALEX photometry for analyzing the 2175Å feature, it is worthwhile to investigate the nature of this feature in an independent manner. To do this, we select galaxies in our sample that also have GALEX spectroscopy. The GALEX spectroscopic survey was originally planned to be comparable in scope to the imaging survey with three tiers of depth, but this was reduced to only the Medium Spectroscopic Survey (MSS) and Deep Spectroscopic Survey (DSS). The MSS and DSS cover ∼ 8 and ∼ 2 square degrees, respectively. For this section, we will consider sources within both the MIS (our parent sample) and the Deep Imaging Survey (DIS), where for the latter we use the Galaxy Multiwavelength Atlas from Combined Surveys (GMACS; Johnson et al. 2007a,b) dataset 9 . We use the same selection criteria for the GMACS sample as the parent sample (i.e., UV S/N > 5, emission lines S/N > 5, SFG on BPT diagram, and z ≤ 0.105), which gives a sample of 476 galaxies. We locate sources with spectroscopy using the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) CasJobs website 10 . More specifically, we select sources using the isThereSpectrum label in the photoobjall table and then obtain the reduced spectra from the SpecFlux table. The details and methodology of the spectral extraction techniques and the resulting grism data from the GALEX team is outlined in Morrissey et al. (2007) . GALEX performed spectroscopy in the FUV (1300-1820Å) and the NUV (1820-3000Å), with an average resolution (λ/∆λ) of about 200 and 118 (∆λ ∼ 8Å and 20Å), respectively. We note that the UV spectroscopy is an integrated (global) quantity in these galaxies, which is distinctly different from our previous aperture-based analysis.
As a result of the limited coverage area of the MSS and DSS relative to MIS and DIS (0.8% and 2.5%, respectively), the overlap with the photometric sample is low. We identify 12 overlapping spectroscopic SFGs (4 in MSS and 8 in DSS) with good quality spectra with a median S/N > 5 in both the FUV and NUV channels. We note that an additional MSS source was excluded as it was seen to be a close galaxy pair in the SDSS photometry. The average effective exposure time (fuv effexp and nuv effexp) for these galaxies is 13500 s and 40500 s for MSS and DSS, respectively. The location of these spectroscopic galaxies on the star-forming galaxy main sequence (SFR vs. stellar mass; e.g., Brinchmann et al. 2004; Wuyts et al. 2011; Cook et al. 2014 ) is shown in Figure 11 , where here we make use of the global values of SFR and stellar mass. The sources appear to occupy similar locations on the galaxy main sequence as the parent sample, implying that the sample should not be significantly biased, although they do tend to be a bit closer and larger in size.
The best discrimination on the 2175Å feature can be made on higher τ l B cases because A λ ∝ E(B − V ) star ∝ τ l B (assuming a fixed differential reddening factor). A concern with the analysis presented in this section is that τ l B is used to infer the global reddening for these galaxies, which is measured from the SDSS fiber and several these sources are much larger than the fiber size. We discuss an alternative to this approach at the end of this section.
The UV spectroscopy for the higher τ l B cases are shown in Figure 12 . For each case we fit the UV continuum, which is well represented as a power-law F (λ) ∝ λ β , using the 10 rest-frame wavelength windows defined in Calzetti et al. (1994) . These windows were used to measure the UV slope β of starburst galaxies from spectra observed with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) and are designed to avoid strong stellar absorption features, including the 2175Å feature. To get a better representation of the continuum, the data are smoothed by 50Å. We perform a linear least-squares fit (log-space) to the smoothed data with S/N > 5 inside these windows using the MPFIT package (Markwardt 2009 ). The uncertainty of this continuum is taken to be the formal fitting uncertainty and the dispersion of the smoothed data relative to the continuum added in quadrature. Us- Figure 10 . Left: The total-to-selective dust attenuation normalized at V -band, k(λ)/k(V ), for our axial ratio subpopulations (red lines) compared to those of Wild et al. (2011) for local galaxies (cyan lines). Only curves for the bulgeless (µ * < 3 × 10 8 M ⊙ kpc −2 ) galaxies of Wild et al. (2011) are shown, as the majority of our sample overlaps with this group. Both studies suggest a shallowing of the curves at higher inclinations, but the behavior of the 2175Å feature is different. These differences may be due to differences in source selection or methodology (see Section 4.4). For reference, we also show the starburst selective attenuation curve (solid blue line; Calzetti et al. 2000) , which has R V = 4.05. Right: k(λ)/k(V ) for our axial ratio subpopulations (red lines) compared to the preferred curve of Conroy et al. (2010) for local disk galaxies (orange line), which corresponds to a MW curve with an R V = 2.0 and a bump strength of 80% that of the MW. The fiducial MW curve with R V = 3.1 is also shown for reference (black curve).
ing this continuum fit, we then determine the best-fit bump by taking a least-squares fit of the residuals (not smoothed) with attenuation from a 2175Å feature. This is determined using,
where the color excess of the stellar continuum is determined from the Balmer optical depth,
and we use f = 2.40 corresponding to the average value for SFGs from Battisti et al. (2016) . We fix the central wavelength and width of the bump feature to that of the MW (λ 0 = 2175Å and ∆λ = 470Å), leaving E b as the only free parameter. The resulting fits and E b values are illustrated in Figure 12 , where the uncertainty in E b is the formal fitting uncertainty and the continuum uncertainty added in quadrature. For reference, we also demonstrate the effect of using a fixed E b = 1.65 (50% of the MW value, 99% of the LMC2 supershell value). A feature of this strength can be ruled out for all cases. The bump strength as a function of the inclination is shown in Figure 13 . As mentioned above, the global E(B − V ) star may be smaller than that inferred from the SDSS fiber. Several studies have suggested that dust attenuation decreases with increasing radius (e.g., Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009; Iglesias-Páramo et al. 2013; Nelson et al. 2016) . If this is the case, then the average bump strength would increase slightly from the values presented above. As an independent estimate, we also use the UV slope as an indicator of the stellar reddening adopting the attenuation relationship in Battisti et al. (2017, equation 17) . This relations assumes an intrinsic UV slope of β 0 = −1.61. This leads to bump strengths that are larger by about 50% (demonstrated in Figure 13 ). If instead, we adopted the attenuation relation for starburst galaxies (Calzetti et al. 2000 , combining their equation 9 and 10), the re- Figure 11 . The location of GALEX spectroscopic sources relative to the galaxy main sequence. The sources appear to occupy a similar location on the galaxy main sequence as the parent sample (contour), implying that the sample should not be significantly biased. The average value of the main sequence for low redshift galaxies (0.02 < z < 0.2) from Wuyts et al. (2011) is shown as the dashed magenta line for reference.
sulting E(B − V ) star values are higher because this relation assumes β 0 = −2.1 (providing smaller difference from the τ l B -based method). Regardless of the adopted methodology, the statements made earlier that the bump strengths are significantly below the MW and LMC2 supershell values remain valid.
The variation of the UV slope β with inclination also has important implications for the use of this quantity as an indicator of the total dust attenuation when other metrics are unavailable. Any additional trends with the 2175Å feature would further complicate the use of the region of 1950 < λ < 2300Å in calculating β. A common method of dust corrections is to use of the tight positive correlation between β and the ratio of IR to UV luminosity, termed the "infrared excess" (IRX = L IR /L UV ), which is a proxy for the total dust attenuation, observed Figure 12 . SDSS thumbnails (∼50 ′′ × ∼50 ′′ ) and GALEX spectra examples for the higher τ l B cases, where the best descrimination on the feature can be made (A λ ∝ τ l B ). The data is smoothed by 50Å (solid blue line) in order to fit the continuum. The smoothed data is fit using data with S/N > 5 (dashed green line in lower panel) in the 10 windows presented in Calzetti et al. (1994) (gray regions in the lower panel). Using the continnum fit (solid green line) and uncertainty (dotted green line), we fit the original spectrum (unsmoothed) for additional attenuation as the result of a 2175Å feature (solid magenta line). The best-fit UV continuum slope β and bump strength are shown for each galaxy. For reference, we also show the expectation for a feature with a bump strength of half the MW value (E b = 1.65), and which is comparable to the LMC2 supershell. All cases are best-fit with features much lower than this value. There are no significant trends given the uncertainty, but a slight tendency for more inclined systems to have a larger bump value is present. For reference, The average values based on using β to infer E(B−V )star is also shown and leads to bump strengths that are larger by about 50% from the τ l B -based method (filled green circles; see Section 5) and is slightly offset in the x-axis for clarity. Regardless of the methodology, all galaxies show features much lower than the average MW value (orange dashed line shows 50% of the MW value). The average bump value inferred from the NUV photometry for our highest inclination cases (0.00 < b/a < 0.43) is shown with the dashed red line.
for starburst galaxies (Meurer et al. 1999) . However, the IRX − β correlation is seen to break down as one moves from starburst galaxies to more "normal" SFGs (Kong et al. 2004; Buat et al. 2005; Hao et al. 2011) . This breakdown has been attributed to effects of evolved stellar populations, different star formation histories, variations in the dust/star geometry, and effects from the 2175Å feature (e.g., Boquien et al. 2009; Grasha et al. 2013; Popping et al. 2017) , all of which impact IRX and/or β values and introduce scatter.
Following a similar analysis as presented in Battisti et al. (2016) , we examine the variation in the β-τ l B relation for galaxies with inclination to identify its behavior and determine if it is responsible for any of the intrinsic scatter observed. Here we will use the corrected version of β GLX UV slope from Battisti et al. (2016, see Figure 12) , which accounts for the absorption features influencing the wide GALEX filters. This essentially acts to shift the values of β GLX bluer (more negative) by -0.15. The results are shown in Figure 14 . We chose the subpopulations to consist of roughly one-third of the sample (each ∼ 2800 galaxies). We note regions with low sampling of galaxies with dashed lines. Looking at Figure 14 , it can be seen that there are notable differences with the axial ratio, although interestingly the intrinsic scatter is not reduced relative to the entire parent sample (σ = 0.44). The slope and offset of the relationship varies with the inclination, with flatter slopes and redder zero-points at lower axial ratios (higher inclination): (16) The trends observed in Figure 14 can be attributed to the shallowing of the UV slope for lower axial ratios and also the addition of the weak bump feature (affecting our NUV data). Both of these effects will act to keep the UV slope bluer at higher attenuation values (τ l B ). It is less clear what is driving the differences in the offset (zero-point) among the relationships, although this is not particularly significant given the large intrinsic scatter. Another factor that may influence this is the change in differential reddening between the ionized gas and stellar continuum of the galaxies as a function of inclination. For example, at a fixed value of τ l B (fixed ionized gas attenuation), the higher inclination galaxies (with lower value of f ) experience E(B − V ) star values that are 20% larger than the lower inclination galaxies.
DISCUSSION
Our Results in the Broader Context of Previous
Studies In this section, we outline possible explanations for the observed trends with inclination, as well as place them in the context of results found in previous studies. Several studies have proposed that the dust content of galaxies can be well described by two components (e.g., Calzetti et al. 1994; Charlot & Fall 2000; da Cunha et al. 2008; Wild et al. 2011) ; one associated with short-lived dense clouds where massive stars form HII regions giving rise to the ionized gas emission (with a low covering fraction) and another associated with the diffuse interstellar medium (with a high covering fraction) that provides the attenuation on the stellar continuum. The two component model was originally developed to account for the fact that the color excess of the stellar continuum E(B − V ) star tends to be lower than that of the ionized gas emission E(B − V ) gas by roughly a factor of two (e.g., Calzetti et al. 2000; Kreckel et al. 2013) , and has been extended to explain other trends as well (Wild et al. 2011) . We argue below that this picture can also naturally explain many of the trends that are seen in this study.
The first trend that we consider is the attenuation curves becoming shallower in the UV with increasing inclination. This trend, also observed in Wild et al. (2011) , is expected to occur if the effective optical depth increases with inclination, leading to grayer overall attenuation (e.g., Pierini et al. 2004; Inoue 2005; Chevallard et al. 2013) . The fact that only the UV region appears to experience substantial changes with inclination is interesting. The UV emission is dominated by young stellar populations, which are likely to be located at small disk scale-lengths and heights and reside inside the diffuse dust component (however, continuum emission from stars with ages t < 10 Myr, which provide the line emission, will be linked to the dense cloud component; Charlot & Fall 2000) . Therefore, we can expect that the effective optical depth toward young stars will depend noticeably on inclination, experiencing a minimum when Figure 14 . The β-τ l B relation for subpopulations of galaxies with different axial ratios, where β is the UV power-law index after correcting for stellar absorption features (Battisti et al. 2016) . The slope and offset of the relationship varies noticeably with the inclination, with flatter slopes and redder zero-points at lower axial ratios (higher inclination). The right panel shows the comparison to the parent sample and the local starburst relation (Calzetti et al. 1994) , where the gray filled region denotes the intrinsic dispersion of the parent sample (σ int = 0.44).
viewed face-on and a maximum when viewed edge-on. In contrast, we expect the emission at optical and NIR wavelengths to be dominated by intermediate and old stellar populations, respectively, and these will be more homogeneously distributed across the disk, with older stars tending to reside at higher disk scale heights. Since the dust scale-height is typically found to be smaller than that of the stellar component, (e.g., Xilouris et al. 1999; Bianchi 2007; De Geyter et al. 2014 ), a fraction of these older stellar populations can reside outside of the diffuse dust component and would thus be less affected by changes in inclination. Therefore, as long as the effective optical depth does not become very large, the shape of the attenuation curve at optical and NIR wavelengths could remain unchanged (although the total attenuation still increases at higher inclinations). It can be seen in Figure 2 that the ∼68% and 95% upper boundary of our sample is τ l B = 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. Assuming a differential reddening factor of f = 2.40 and the average attenuation curve in Battisti et al. (2017) , these values correspond to A V = 0.66 and 1.00, respectively. Therefore, the inferred optical depth for the majority of our sample is τ V < 1 (τ (λ) = 0.921A(λ)), indicating that this assumption may be reasonable.
The second aspect we examine is tentative trend of an increase in the value of R V for the higher inclination UV-NIR galaxy subpopulation. This increase could be influenced by differences in the average grain size with the line of sight as there will be a higher probability of intersecting dense cloud components (low covering fraction) in an edge-on scenario. Extinction measurements in the MW toward denser environments (clouds) tend to have larger values of R V and shallower slopes and is likely associated with grain growth Draine (2003) . This effect may also be linked to the flattening of the UV shape with inclination discussed in the previous paragraph. Utilizing larger samples in the future, for finer b/a binning, will provide a more robust characterization of this effect.
The third trend to account for is the reddening between the ionized gas and stellar continuum becoming more similar ( E(B − V ) star / E(B − V ) gas becoming slightly larger toward unity) at higher inclination, which is also observed in Wild et al. (2011) . As mentioned above, the ionized gas is observed to experience a larger inherent reddening (optical depth) than the stellar continuum. In the two component model, we expect the difference in reddening to appear most pronounced in a face-on scenario, because the stellar continuum will experience the lowest optical depth from the diffuse component (and the ionized gas attenuation is relatively insensitive to inclination; see Section 3.2). At larger inclinations, the total optical depth of the diffuse component will increase for both ionized gas and stellar components but this has a much larger impact on the reddening of the continuum. Therefore, one expects the level of reddening between the two components to become closer at the highest inclinations.
Next we consider the excess NUV attenuation in our most inclined subpopulation, which we consider to be the result of 2175Å feature with ∼20% the strength of the MW. Given our crude wavelength sampling in the UV to determine the baseline surrounding the 2175Å, it is unclear if this feature is entirely absent in the other subpopulations but we expect that it is weaker given the steepening of the FUV for more face-on galaxies (higher baseline). Additionally, an independent examination of a handful of our sources in UV spectroscopy also suggests the 2175Å feature in attenuation curves are weaker than both the MW and LMC2 supershell extinction curves. Interestingly, for our lowest inclination sample the shape of the attenuation curve approaches that of the starburst attenuation curve, which is definitively seen to lack the 2175Å feature Calzetti et al. (1994) . Theoretical studies utilizing dust radiative transfer have mainly focused on adopting a single intrinsic extinction curve for their dust. When doing so, they predict that the 2175Å bump strength should decrease with increasing inclination owing to the increase in the effective optical depth leading to grayer overall attenuation (e.g., Pierini et al. 2004; Inoue 2005) . Chevallard et al. (2013) considered the effects of a two component dust scenario, but this focused only on attenuation at optical-NIR wavelengths. A key ingredient missing from previous radiative transfer models is in the role that higher intensity UV fields may have on the carrier of the 2175Å feature. This has been postulated as the primary reason the starburst attenuation curve lacks a bump feature Gordon et al. (1997); Fischera & Dopita (2011) , and is also evident in the extinction curves toward higher star-forming regions (e.g., LMC2 supershell/30 Dor Gordon et al. 2003) . If the dust surrounding star-forming regions is processed in a manner that destroys the carrier of the 2175Å feature, this could explain the lack of the feature in our more face-on galaxies, as the primary dust attenuation on these regions will be due to dust in its immediate vicinity (due to its small scaleheight). In contrast, we expect that if the 2175Å feature carrier is present in the more general diffuse dust component that is outside the influence of the star-forming region, then the bump would be most prevalent in the UV continuum when galaxies are viewed nearly edgeon. Such findings are qualitatively consistent with Wild et al. (2011) and also Kriek & Conroy (2013) (although the latter study also suggests that edge-on galaxies preferentially have steeper slopes, which conflicts with the findings of this study). We also highlight again that our use of fixed-apertures located on the central star-forming regions (SDSS fiber) may lead us to preferentially examine regions experiencing higher dust processing than is typical in the outer regions of the disk. For galaxies in our study at high inclinations, a larger fraction of the outer region diffuse dust is likely included within these apertures and this may be an important factor in our curve behavior (this may also account for the bump being present at all inclinations in (Wild et al. 2011 ), see Figure 10 , because they use total photometry).
Finally, we also remark on the prevalence of the bump feature in observations. Due to the methodology used in this study of averaging galaxy SEDs to quantify average attenuation curves, we are unable to constrain what fraction of our galaxy sample contains significant 2175Å features. Doing so would require performing SED fitting for individual galaxies in the sample, a task that would be highly model dependent, and is beyond the scope of this paper. However, if it is the case that this feature appears to be preferentially stronger in systems that are viewed at high inclinations, then one might expect the strongest instances of the bump to occur in ∼25% of cases. This could account for a similar fraction of galaxies with significant bump strengths ( 30% MW) being measured by Noll et al. (2009); Buat et al. (2012) ; Kriek & Conroy (2013) and others. Unfortunately, the role of inclination with bump strength of individual galaxies has not been examined in much detail to date. Performing such studies in the future could greatly improve our ability to provide more appropriate treatment of the 2175Å feature when performing attenuation corrections.
CONCLUSIONS
Using a sample of ∼10,000 local SFGs, we quantified the influence that inclination has on the shape and normalization on average dust attenuation curves of the central star forming regions. Below, we summarize our main conclusions:
• Attenuation curves of the central active regions of SFGs become shallower at UV wavelengths with increasing inclination, whereas the shape at longer wavelengths remains unchanged.
• The amount of differential reddening between the stellar continuum and ionized gas varies with inclination, with E(B − V ) star / E(B − V ) gas becoming slightly larger toward unity at higher inclination (i.e., smaller differences in reddening).
• The most edge-on subpopulation (b/a < 0.42) exhibits a NUV excess in its average selective attenuation. If interpreted as a 2175Å feature, this is best fit by a feature with a bump strength of 17-26% of the MW value (34-52% of the LMC2 supershell value) depending on assumptions of the feature central wavelength and FWHM. No excess is apparent in the average attenuation curves of our lower inclination subpopulations (b/a > 0.42).
• A small difference is observed in the value of R V with inclination, such that the higher inclination subpopulation has a slightly higher R V , although this is poorly constrained given the more limited sample with NIR data.
• An independent examination of a small number of UV spectroscopic sources in our sample supports our previous finding that the 2175Å feature in attenuation curves are weaker than both the MW and LMC2 supershell extinction curves.
• The inclination has a noticeable impact on the β-τ l B relation due to the change in the UV attenuation profile. This may add an additional complication to the use of the UV slope for the purpose of making attenuation corrections (e.g., through the IRX-β relation).
Overall, the trends observed are consistent within the common picture that dust in galaxies can be separated into two dust components, one associated with very young stars with a low covering fraction (dense clouds) and another associated with the diffuse interstellar medium with a large covering fraction (Charlot & Fall 2000) . These results are, for the most part, in qualitative agreement with an analogous study by Wild et al. (2011) . However, an inclination dependence of the 2175Å feature may additionally require that the carriers are preferentially destroyed regions of high star-forming activity. We caution that the results presented in this work are determined by averaging the SEDs of a large number of galaxies, and that variation in the dust properties of individual galaxies is likely to result in large case-by-case variation. Performing more in-depth analysis of individual galactic systems, with greater UV coverage than that afforded with GALEX photometry, will be necessary to improve upon our understanding of the factors influencing this scatter.
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